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Schmeling leaves USD
Sr. Annette Schmeling, RSCJ resigns as VP for Student Affairs for Student Learning

By Kathleen MacNeil
STAFF WRITER

After receiving a letter of
resignation from Sr. Annette
Schmeling, RSCJ, on Nov. 7,
the office of Student Affairs is
currently looking for a replace
ment to fill the position of Vice
President for Student Affairs of
Student Learning.
Schmeling first came to
USD in 1986 and worked with
the Dmg and Alcohol Educa
tion program until 1992. Dur
ing a 10-year break, she made
her final commitment to the
Society of the Sacred Heart and
received her doctorate in Edu
cational Leadership.
Returning to USD in the
summer of 2001 as the Assis
tant Dean of Students and Di
rector of Residential Learning,
Schmeling was promoted to
Assistant Vice President for
Student Learning.
According to Dr. Robert
Pastoor, Associate Vice Presi
dent for Student Affairs, this
position included directing
Tecolote Village's Wisdom for

the Real World, which
Schmeling created, working
with Housing and Residence
Life, Community Service
Learning, the Student Resource
Center, the International pro
gram and the Drug and Alco
hol Education program.
"She was very focused and
bright," Pastoor said.
Schmeling was the direct
supervisor of the Student Re
source Center.
"I had good experiences
with her. She is a good men
tor," said SRC director Merrick
Marino.
Focusing much of her time
into the Tecolote program,
Schmeling is quite satisfied
with the structure of the pro
gram.
"It is exciting to see faculty
and students living together,"
she said.
Director of Alcohol and
Drug Education, Julie Barnett,
considers Schmeling dedicated
with a vision.
"My being here is a direct
result of her creating the pro
gram," Barnett said.

Currently working on an in
dependent research project, the
University has allowed
Schmeling to continue living in
Tecolote. She also remains as
the chaplain for the women's
basketball team.
"Right now I'm going
through the discernment pro
cess, praying and looking at the
direction in which God is call
ing me," Schmeling said.
According to a campus wide
e-mail sent by Pastoor, L.
Reuben Mitchell, Assistant
Provost and director of campus
Diversity Development will
serve as the Interim Assistant
Vice President for Student Af
fairs for Student Learning.
Marino will be the Interim for
the Wisdom for the Real World
Coordinator and Dayanne Dou
glas, senior resident director,
will supervise the Resident Di
rectors and Resident Assistants.
The current interim changes
went into effect on Dec. 2 and
will be implemented until June
30, 2003.
"There will be a national
Please see Schmeling, pg 2

Hate not tolerated
By Danielle Hashem
NEWS EDITOR

"No more hate, no more
hate, no more hate," were the
words chanted by students, fac
ulty and administrators at the
rally against hate crimes that
took place on Nov. 21 at the
fountain in front of the
Immaculata Church.
Dr. Frank Lazarus, Vice
President and Provost, opened
the rally, stressing the impor
tance of the rally and why hate
crimes are unacceptable on the
USD campus.
LAURA JOHNCOX

Dr. Frank Lazarus opened the Ffate Crimes Rally on Nov. 21.

Please see Rally, pg 6

DAVID DURON

Men's basketball
j defeats powerhouse
Senior center Jason Keep hits a jump shot against a
Nevada defender. USD went on to beat Nevada, 77-75 at
the JCP
Men's basketball also defeated 14th ranked UCLA, 86-81,
in overtime in Los Angeles. Keep, a transfer from
Oklahoma State had 30 points and 16 rebounds in the
upset.

For more on men's basketball, see page 14
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Bowling for knowledge
By Kathleen MacNeil
STAFF WRITER

students, and many others
watched as they passed through
Aromas.
The participants themselves
seemed to be enjoying the ex
perience as well.
"It was really fun," said
Toddre, a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon. "I'd never done this
before [at USD], but I did do

a Sigep team."
T-14 also looks forward to
the College Bowl Regional
Championship Tournament in
February.
"I am really excited about
going to Fresno," said Toddre.
"I really plan on not losing at
all. I'm driving five and a half
hours, so I'll be there to take

Seven teams of students
showed their mental brawn at
USD's College Bowl in Aromas
on Nov. 21.
Frank Toddre, John Dzida,
Matt Dominick and Chris
Gravell, members of T-14, the
winning team,
will compete in
February at the
College Bowl
R e g i o n a l
Championship
Tournament in
Fresno.
Lasting for
about three
hours, ques
tions
were
asked in the ar
eas of history,
politics, the
arts, pop cul
ture, science,
KYLA LACKIE
sports and ge T-14 defeated Question Mark to advance to The College Bowl
ography.
Regional Championship in Fresno in February.
Sociology
professor Rafik Muhamed, Di Varsity Quiz in high school."
care of business."
rector of Student Activities for
Consisting of Sigma Phi Ep
"We're about as excited
Associated Students Susan Pay silon members, T-14 wore "Sig about going to Fresno as any
ment and Assistant Director of Ep" t-shirts as a way of express one will ever be," Gravell
Community-Service Learning ing their pride.
said.
Chris Nayve, formed the panel
"Our team was just John
T-14 will be competing
of moderators, as they judged Dzida and me, at first," Toddre against several teams from
and read the questions.
said. "When we were thinking California, Nevada and Ha
In the final round, T-14 de of who else to put on it, every waii. The College Bowl Re
feated team Question Mark with one just happened to be in the gional Championship Tourna
a final score of 125 to 55.
fraternity. We named ourselves ment will be held Feb. 21 to
The College Bowl held the after one of our friends, so that 23 at California State Univer
attention of a small audience of our brothers would know it was sity, Fresno.

During dead hours on Dec.
12, a variety of student organi
zations will be participating in
a rally for peace in front of the
University Center.
A Plea for Peace was planned
out of the rising apprehensions
about the Bush administration's
aggressive position on armed
conflict in Iraq.
Many students on campus
and across the nation have ex
pressed their anxieties about
using military force in the
Middle East. These perspec
tives come at a time when the
United States is facing a slug
gish economy, a heightening of
internal security and a continued
War on terrorism.
There will be several student
leaders speaking in front of the
UC, followed by a march to the
Kroc Institute for Peace and Jus
tice, where an open microphone
session will be set up for all stu
dents to voice their views on the
escalation of hostilities in Iraq.
A Plea for Peace event will
mimic what is occurring on
other campuses across the na
tion. Students and student orga
nizations have come together in
cross-town universities like
SDSU and UCSD to express
their opposition to military force
in Iraq. The event hosted on
campus will be no different,
with support coming from The
Enviormental Action Group, the
Association of Chicana Activist,
Movimiento Estndiantil for
Chicanos/Chicanas de Aztlan,
the Social Issues Committee and
Just Cause.
According to Communica
tion Studies professor Dr.
Esteban del Rio, events such as
the really and march are neces
sary to keep dialogue open on
the current course the National
government is pursuing.
A Plea for Peace will attempt
to make a plea to the student
body for a peaceful alternative
to the Iraq crisis.
cont. from Schmeling, pg. 1
search in the spring and we
hope to fill the position by July
first," Pastoor said.
Schemling has greatly en
joyed her time at USD. "I miss
it terribly," she said. "But is has
been awesome.With advice foi
students, Schmeling encourages
students "to live this life with
integrity. By living close to your
higher power and remaining
faithful, good things will hap
pen."
According to Dr. Frank
Lazarus, it is against University
policy to discuss personnel mat
ters. Therefore reasons for
Schmeling's resignation were
not mentioned.
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NEWS
Public Safety Report

November 18
University- Profane and hostile
male threatened public safety
over being banned from the
University for making racial
slurs to a University member.

November 23
Tecolote Village- One intoxicated
male student found by Public
Safety and transported to detox.
Tecolote Village- Responding to a
noise complaint, officers cited
nine individuals for possession of
alcohol.

Missions Crossroads- smell of
marijuana coming from a
resident's room, three students
contacted by Public Safety.

Traffic Circle- Intoxicated
student found passed out inside
his vehicle. Transported to detox.

November 19
Maher- Two residents report
theft of $200, skateboard, keys
and wallet from two rooms.
November 20
Maher- Resident reported theft
of keys from room.
Maher- $200 stolen from room.
Bahia Loma Apartments- Found
USD "Public Safety substation"
sign in residence room.
Public Safety Office- SDPD
was advised of threatening
phone calls that were transferred
from the president's office to
public safety. Person on phone
threatened to shoot the public
safety dispatcher.
November 21
Serra Hall- Stolen motorcycle
from lot north of Serra Hall.
November 22
Maher- One student and four
non-students cited for possession
of alcohol.

November 24
Cuyamaca- Two students found
in possession of marijuana.
University Center North- Officers
found car with four students. All
were under the influence of
alcohol. One fled the scene, but
was later identified, two were
transported to detox, and fourth
person transported to hospital,
complaing of a broken leg.
Maher- Four students were found
in possesion of alcohol.
5970 Linda Vista Road- Officers
contacted two students for
intoxication, transported to detox.
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tube-like device with six inch
wick. Turned out to be imitation
firecracker.

Words from the desk:
Chad vs the colonel

1720 Via Las Cumbres- Offen
sive flyer posted on wall.
Missions A- Resident contacted
for drinking alcohol.
Palomar- Rock thrown through
window.
November 27
Palomar- Six minors with
alcohol contacted.
Maher- Officers saw empty
beer cans through window,
contacted six USD students for
MIP.
School of Nursing- A wallet
was stolen from inside a purse
in room 23IB.
December 1
Palomar- While conducting
security check of Vistas, officers
heard screams and contacted
four students for minor in
possession.

November 26
San Juan- Two students with two
liters of rum cited for minor in
possession.

December 2
Tecolote Canyon- Officers
recovered stolen golf cart in
tecolote canyon, cart had been
stolen from sports center.

Copley Library- Suspicious
device found under door of
administration office. It was a

Missions A- Victim reported
television stolen from resident
room over Thanksgiving break.

INFLUENCE
AND

TRANSFORM
SOCIETY-

O N E LIFE
AT A T I M E .

Colonel Harland Sanders
1234 Birdie Lane
Nashville, Kentucky 37202
Dear Colonel Sanders,
I am writing you with several
issues on my mind with your
establisment, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, also known as KFC.
First of all, I would like to
know what happened to the
Chicken Littles. They were just
a little chicken patty in a bisquit
with a dab of mayonaise.
I actually don't like
mayonaise at all, but I still loved
the Chicken Littles. Everyone
loved the Chicken Littles. Espe
cially because they were only
like 59 cents or something. It
would be a good idea to bring
back the Chicken Littles.
Secondly, whats going on
with the double-team with Taco
Bell. Your new restaurants are
so much smaller because they
have to split that room with Taco
Bell. You then lose a large vari
ety from your menu, including
Chicken Pot Pie and Popcorn
Chicken.
Now that's another point.
Popcorn Chicken. Wow, you
struck gold with that one, but

now you limit the availability.
Also, many of the businesses
don't take pride in serving the
Popcorn Chicken. They just
throw a bunch of the fried bat
ter in the box, rather than filling
it with the Popcorn Chicken.
Anyways, on the brighter
side I have to give you some
props for having sporks. I am
very surpised to see that KFC is
one of the only establishments
that have sporks. What a great
invention, the fork and the
spoon combined into one simple
utensil. Wow.
Thats all for now, but I will
keep you posted on any more
observations. Thanks for keep
ing the buffet by the way, I can
still pass for the child's price. It's
either that or have three of my
friend's eat off one plate. Sorry
Colonel.
Sincerely,
Chad M. Wilson
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego CA 92110
P.S. By the way, you are a
better spokesperson than the
Taco Bell talking dog. They did
rule though when they had Shaq
"Taco Neck Syndrome" ad cam
paign.

Catch
the

new wave.
in banking

At Azusa Pacific University,
we'll give you the tools and training necessary to turn your talent into
a promising career. Choose from two dynamic graduate programs:

• Master of Arts in Clinical Psychology with an emphasis in
Marital and Family Therapy (MFT)
• Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) in Clinical Psychology with
an emphasis in Family Psychology "
• Master-to-Doctoral Program
• Bachelor-to-Doctoral Program

Unlike other financial institutions that talk of free checking & friendly service,
California Coast Credit Union actually delivers. Just look at how California
Coast can help

simplify your

finances soyou have more time to do the things

you enjoy most.

These programs:
Integrate psychology, theology, and ethics.
Provide practical training to strengthen your experience.
Offer evening class schedules for working professionals.
Are available in Azusa; the MFT is also in Orange County.

Information Meetings
Azusa Campus

Orange County Regional Center

(626) 815-5008
Thursday, November 21, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, December 2, 7 p.m.

(800) 272-0111
Monday, November 25, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, December 9, 7 p.m.

Azusa Campus
(626) 815-5008
Tuesday, November 12, 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 3, 7 p.r

•Absolutely FREE Checking includes a Visa Check Card*
• FREE Access to Over 400 Local ATMs, plus Over 14,000 Nationwide
• FREE Online Banking provides 24-Hour Access to Your Accounts
• Student Visa Card has No Annual Fee*

Master of Arts in Clinical Psychology with an emphasis
in Marital and Family Therapy (MFT):

Doctor of Psychology
(Psy.D.) in Clinical
Psychology with an
emphasis in Family
Psychology:
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AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
901 E. Alosta Ave.
PO Box 7000
Azusa, CA 91702-7000
www.apu.edu
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• Computer Loans as low as 8.40%*
• Guaranteed Best Rate Auto Loans (Or, we'll pay you $25)^
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Call or visit us today to catch the new wave in banking!

(858) 495-1600 • www.calcoastcu.org
•Loans & check card subject to credit approval.tCertain restrictions apply. Ask for details. California
Coast membership is available to students, alumni & employees of San Diego area schools. Credit Union
membership is required. & there is no fee to join.
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OPINION
This is not the time for gift certificates
Gift certificates are impersonal and have to go this Christmas

By Elyse Rohrer
OPINION EDITOR

The holiday season is upon us. It
is that time of year when we all begin
racking our brains about what to get
those special people on our list.
There is a time and a place for giv
ing gift certificates arid money. Christ-1
mas is not that time. A gift certificate
is something you give someone when
you do not know them very well and
if you do not know someone very well,
then why on earth are you going out
and buying them a Christmas present?
It is just so impersonal.
You may ask, what if that gift cer
tificate is to that person's favorite
store? Well, if you know that person
well enough to know their favorite
store, then you also probably know
what they like. Why not just buy them
something from that store? There is
this magical invention called a gift
receipt. When you give someone a
gift, you give them the gift receipt and
if it does not fit their personality and
they do not like it, they can take it
back.
Now, I know that everyone has an

eccentric aunt that gives really strange
presents. Mine is Aunt Betty. One year,
she gave my brother a frog that ribbets
when you walk by. I used to dislike the
crazy gifts, but now I look forward to
them. They put some pizzazz in Christ
mas gifts.
IT,| 1
/i.si. /
Who else is going to give you a frog
that ribbets when you walk past, other than
your very eccentric and loveable aunf?
You never know when you might need
one. I am very glad that my Aunt Betty
never just gave us money or gift certifi
cates, because it shows that she put a lot
of thought and time into her Christmas
shopping for her beloved family members.
I will also point out that it is absolutely
no fun to open an envelope. I mean where
is the wrapping paper? That is fun! Don't
you just love ripping it open and seeing
what you got? Bags also let you experi
ence this feeling, but wrapping paper is
the best. The fact that gift certi fieates are
put into envelopes just takes the fun put
right there.
Gift certificates are just not the way to
go at Christmas. Instead of getting some
one a gift certificate, try asking them what
they want for Christmas. A lot of people
avoid this question with a simple, "I don't
know," or "Whatever, I haven't really

J(|

thought about it." Are you kidding me?
You know, they have thought about it.
In this case,1 suggest some reverse psy
chology. Simply say, "Okay, then I will
get you a bowling ball with your name on
it." If they actually like bowling, this could
bethe perfect gift. If not, they will let you
know right away. This will open up the
doors of communication and before long,
they will have told you three things they
want. Trust me, it works!
Another tactic is to take that especially
hard-to-buy-for person shopping to get
something for someone else on your list.
For example, make a shopping date with
your best friend to pick out something for
your moms. Pay careful attention to things
they eye and pick up. Then, go back later
and get it for them. They will be surprised
and I bet they will tell you, "I am so glad
you didn't get me a gift certificate and that
you really took the time to pick out some
thing from the heart." j
I hate to sound cliche, but if it is truly
the thought that counts, a gift certificate
does not involve much thought other than
where and how much? Show everyone on
your list just how much you care. This
Christmas I urge you to give a gift from
the heart and don't forget to save those gift
receipts in case it doesn't fit.

Do you have an issue?

Then make yourself heard.

Write a letter
to the Editor.
Feel good
that you .did
something
about it.

See the bottom
of Page 2 of this
issue for details.

Letters to the Editor

Dear USD Campus community,

I just would like to start off by say
ing how thankful 1 am for the hard
work and dedication that many put and
continue to put into increasing hate
crime awareness at the University of
San Diego. The rally and candlelight
vigil on Nov. 21 were awesome and I
would like to congratulate all coordi
nators and participants for recogniz
ing the severity of hate crime aware
ness.
Mushy feelings aside, the reason I
am writing is to express the absolute
shame and disgust that I felt after at
tending the hate crimes rally at the
fountain during dead hours. As the
crowd began to disperse, the only
thing that kept going through my mind
was this one question: Where was ev
eryone else?
For the first time since I have been
here at USD I was slapped in the face
with the absolute reality that some
people here just do not care. I was so
ashamed to be a part of a community
that expresses such an obvious apa
thy to subjects and realities that effect
every single one of us.
Out of a community of at least
6,000 students, faculty and adminis
trators, why is it that I walked out of
my class expecting to see the area
around the fountain filled with people
supporting hate crime awareness, but
instead saw maybe a couple hundred
if that? I expected to see you there.
I understand that people have other
things going on. Some people weren't
aware that a rally was occurring. But

to those of you, those that walked and saw
what was going on arid just continued
walking so that you could get in line for
some food or to go to your rooms and sit
around, those who did not have justifiable
reasons to not be there, what did you de
cide was more important; that instead of
supporting such an important issue you
could actively turn your backs?
I am sorry to break this beautiful bubble
that people have become comfortable with
here at USD. But the reality is this, this
semester alone there have been nine hate
crimes committed on our campus. Nine!
That means if they were spread out evenly
over the time we have been here, some
one, a member of our community, was
violated for ignorant and ridiculous rea
sons approximately every nine days.
What is even crazier to think about is
that this statistic only includes reported
hate crimes. After seeing the lack of sup
port of hate crime awareness, what else
can I or any other individual conclude but
that the majority of our USD community
either supports hate crimes, thinks that
they are too good to stand up for an issue
that goes beyond the way you look or what
kind of car you drive or that we have a
major case of denial-of-reality disorder.
How is it that people cannot give one
hour, forty minutes (which was how long
the rally actually lasted), an amount of
time that is comparatively less than an
average movie, to support an issue that I
hope we all care about. I had to force my
self to remember and Be thankful that there
are people here that support hate crime
awareness and will not tolerate the degra
dation of others. It makes me sick to think

that there are people in this world, here at
USD, in my classes, that seriously believe
that they are better than the next person
and therefore have the right to make that
other person feel disgraced. When will we
all realize that hate crimes affect each and
every single one of us? Many of the at
tendees of the rally are participants of the
United Front.
Would it be fair of me to then conclude
that many people here at USD (those who
actively choose to not attend the rally)
think that if you aren't a minority in some
fashion that hate crimes don't affect you?
Will it take someone you know and love,
or yourself, to be disrespected and dehu
manized so intensely as hate crime victims
have experienced for you to realize that
we have a problem?
Hate affects all of us. Do I have to be
content in thinking that there will only be
some people that actually take a stand,
some people who aren't afraid to make a
change for the better, some people who
will say what they believe while realizing
that others aren't saying the same thing
because of fear? Will you be a part of the
some? Take a stand USD, have some solid
opinions for once!
I expected to see you there. I am disap
pointed and ashamed to look some of my
friends in the eyes, the ones that I know
choose to sit around while others are try
ing to make this University an institution
we can all be proud to attend and graduate
from. Do you care about anything that
goes beyond self-indulgence and indi
vidual happiness? Do you care?
Sincerely,
JoyleenTropel

Dear Mr. Chad M. Wilson,
I have an issue, and being that you
are the Editor-in-Chief of the Vista, I am
imploring your aid in voicing my con
cern.
My dorm is not just a building that I
sleep in. It is where I spend time eating,
sleeping, studying, socializing and liv
ing. Founders-Founders Hall is my
home. My Resident Assistant has done
more than her fair share to make our
humble abode a home away from home.
We ladies of Founders-Founders Hall
recently spent hours decorating our hall,
in an effort to spread the holiday cheer
in place of homesickness. As of late, we
have had problems with guests of other
dormitories writing on walls, tearing
down posters, scribbling obscenities on
white boards, etc.
So, we politely created a poster, ask
ing others to "respect our hard work in
making a festive environment by not
vandalizing our decorations." Simple
enough? Evidently not. No less than
one hour later I heard some commotion
in the hallway. When I poked my head
out of my room, I found a group of males
vandalizing our efforts. When I asked
them what they were doing, they ran
from me. What is wrong with some
people? I understand that to some im
mature beings, this may be a harmless
prank. But to me, it's like going into my
living room and tearing down my wall
paper. May the culprits be cursed with
peeling wallpaper for all eternity.
Thank you for your time,
Vanessa M. Perry
Freshman Senator

The Vista

Farewell
By Amy Gallman
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Riccardo Rossi Balboa Park gets into the holiday
spirit with December Nights
do it for him.

STAFF WRITER

"The choice was between Canada
and San Diego, so it was not hard to
choose here," said Riccardo Rossi, an
Italian student.
The end of the semester can mean
different things for different people.
Most USD students either go home for
Christmas break or attend Interces
sion. But what about international
students? After their last final, they are
on a plane overseas with only the
memories of the time they spent in
sunny San Diego.
"I'm glad to be going home, but if
I were to come back to study after
Christmas, that would be nice," said
Rossi
Rossi, 22, is from Pesaro, Italy, and
has been here only for one semester
studying Business. He attends
Universita Bocconi in Milan,and will
graduate from there next September.
His decision to study at USD was not
a difficult one for him.
He was attracted to San Diego for
the same reasons most are. He came
for the weather, the beach and he par
ticularly likes the palm trees. USD's
campus is certainly something he will
not forget.
"I love the view at USD. The cam
pus is the best one in San Diego, much
better than UCSD. It is beautiful," said
Rossi.
When asked what he missed most
about Italy, he was very specific.
"I miss my friends, the coffee, and
the pizza, that is pretty much it," said
Rossi, "and, oh yeah, I miss the
clubs."
Rossi lives in North Mission Beach
which is very close to a countless
number of bars, but those just didn't

"In Italy, we have clubs, and they
stay open very late. We also have bars,
but there is no dancing there. I wish
San Diego had more clubs. It is such
a part of life in Italy. I went to some
clubs in TJ which were more like the
ones at home, just because they
stayed open later. It is nice to be able
to arrive late," said Rossi.
When asked about the difference
between Americans and Italians, he
really only had one comment.
"I can't understand how you dress.
I see people in sandals when it is cold
out. You pretend it is warm when it is
not," Rossi said, laughing.
When comparing classes at USD
to Bocconi, he said he liked the size
of USD much better.
"I have really enjoyed the one-onone relationship that I can have with
my teachers. It is nice that they know
my name. In Italy, I am in a class with
100 students rather than 30, which I
don't like as much," Rossi exclaimed.
One of Rossi's favorite experi
ences this semester was taking a trip
to Vegas.
"I loved Vegas. I slept six hours
the whole weekend! There is nothing
like Vegas in Italy, nothing," Rossi
said.
San Francisco and Los Angeles are
also two places he will visit before
he goes back to Italy in three weeks.
When asked what he will miss
most about his experience, he had a
few things to say.
"I will miss the friends I made, I
will miss going to the beach when
ever I want. And I will also miss not
having to study as much as if I were
in Italy. This was just a very fun ex
perience for me, and I will not forget
it," Rossi said.

By Alma Morales
STAFF WRITER

foods from around the world. While
the majority of the food is not free,
the entertainment and museums
around the park are.
Some of the museums also offer
free holiday treats, although the larg
est selection of food can be found in
the circle of International
Cottages, just past the
Spreckles Organ Pavilion
, while heading toward
the Aerospace Museum.
The cottages are orga
nized every year as a
fundraiser and offer a
variety of foods at
very low prices
(most items are be
tween $3 and

If you enjoy the holidays and the
many entertaining activities that often
accompany them, here is the perfect
activity for you to enjoy this Friday or
Saturday night.
Formerly known as
Christmas on the Prado,
this annual gift to the
city marks the official
start of the season in
San Diego, according
to the San Dieg©
Union-Tribune
website. The event
name
was
changed this
$6).
year in order to
Aside from
recognize the vathe plethora of
riety of holiday
asmy « or«sm*s rnr «y,&o food available
traditions and re •mr lie*
ligious customs around San Diego. to satisfy your taste buds, this festival
The festival, marking its 25th anniver also features many entertaining activi
sary this weekend, is one that many ties. Twice nightly, the Santa Lucia
San Diegans look forward to every procession is conducted at the Mu
year. " It gives me the chance to get seum of Man and for those of you who
into the season and enjoy a night of enjoy seeing gingerbread houses dur
free entertainment", said Samuel ing the holidays, stop by the Organ
Munoz, a junior and a San Diego na Pavilion where the Community
tive. Munoz has been attending this Christmas Committee will be display
annual festival with his family for the ing their annual gingerbread house.
If you are interested in attending
past 10 years and said he still looks
this entertaining annual event, the
forward to it every December.
The two-day festival is a holiday dates are Dec. 6 and 7 from 5 p.m. to
celebration that features caroling, 9 p.m. Be sure to arrive early, as park
bands, choirs, crafts, light displays and ing is very limited.

THE AS COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER
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By Amy Gallman
STAFF WRITER

Imagine the California coast with
no signs of human life.What explorer
first landed on the California coast?
If you want to visit a historic site or
gaze into the sky viewing downtown
San Diego, you will really enjoy a
certain area in Point Loma. The place
is called the Cabrillo National Monu
ment, and it is breathtaking. On a
clear day you can see Tijuana in the
distance.
The Cabrillo National Monument
was built in 1913 to honor the place
where explorer Juan Cabrillo discov
ered San Diego in 1542. If you are
driving down Rosecrans, take a right
on Canon St., a left on Catalina Blvd.
and keep going, the signs will take
you to the monument. It is worth it
to go just for the drive alone.
When driving up the hill to the
park, it is a solemn sight, for there is
a military cemetery on both sides of
the street. The ocean is on both sides
as well, as the park is at a very high
point on a peninsula. The whole drive
up to the park is very surreal.
It is only $5 to enter the park per
vehicle, and this is an all day pass.
Once you are in, you will be given
many options of places you want to

explore.
There is the Old Point Loma
Lighthouse that attracts many people.
It was first lit in 1855 to watch over
the San Diego Bay, but it stopped be
ing used in 1891.
Also, from late December to midMarch, Pacific gray whales can be
seen making their annual migration.
Mexico's far-off Los Coronados Is
lands can be seen as well. There is a
two-mile walking trail called the
"Bayside Trail." Along this you will
see many spectacular views of San
Diego from a new perspective.
Perhaps the most amazing aspect
about the park, is simply the view.
"My favorite part was doing the
walk and being able to see all of
downtown and to envision it as it
once was," said Tara Ivey.
There is a visitor center and a
bookstore that has endless amounts
of information on everything to do
at the park. There is also a gift shop
and various video informatives that
play through out the day. Whether
you want to learn some history, see a
lighthouse, spot whales, look at
downtown San Diego in a way you
have never seen or if you just want
something new to do, the Cabrillo
National Monument is worth check
ing out.
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NO more hate NO more hate NO more hate NO more hate NO more hate NO more

USD Rallies Against

Continued from Rally, page 1
"'Those words - respect,
dignity and individual
worth - constitute not only
this University's values and
its principles, but also its
expectation, its precept and its
demand that every person
who claims membership in
this community will accept
the value of every other member and will direct his or her
behavior in such a fashion as
to reflect the intrinsic worth
that God has granted each
individual. As a community
we share this expectation, we
endorse this precept and we
proclaim this demand - NO
HATE HERE," Lazarus
empathically stated.
Organized by the Hate
Crimes Task Force, consisting
of members from within the
student body, the rally focused
on informing the USD cornmunity of the hate incidents
on campus and the serious
effects that hate crimes have
on individuals.
According to Detective
Jerry Stratton of the San Diego
Police Department, USD is
part of a coalition within
San Diego to prevent and
stop the occurrence of hate
crimes.
"Hate crimes will not be
tolerated by this community
and society," Straton said.
Lazarus repeated several times that "USD expects,
prescribes and in this community demands - NO HATE HERE."
Krystal Umanzor and Pia Abelardo, co-chairs for the United Front, focused on one
message: stopping hate against students, faculty, staff and administration.
"How do you tell your parents that someone disrespected you and crushed every
thing you stood for? I've grown through the experience," Abelardo said.
In regards to residence life on campus, Vistas RA Katie McDaniel proposed to the
students that "you should make yourself increasingly open to cultures."
Showing how easy it is to "stop the hate," Lazarus encouraged students to educate
those around them about hate crimes from the soccer fields, Jenny Craig Pavilion, the
"caf," to La Paloma and the Torero Grill.
"This is USD and in this community our non-negotiable demand is - NO HATE
HERE," Lazarus said.
According to Chris Wilson, Associated Students president, the rally was a success
with about 200 people passing by and participating.
tone. We need to increase
"Dr. Lazarus set a great
munity and stop the crimes
the continuity of the comson said.
and the incidents," Wilalso took place later in the
A candlelight vigil
sion Crossroads and ending
evening beginning at Misat the fountain.
candlelight and somber
With the flickering
administration processed to
faces, students, faculty and
of street as a way to show
the fountain in the middle
that hate will not be tolerated at USD.
many spoke and voiced
Once at the fountain,
feelings. The vigil ended
their opinions, actions and
with all the candles being blown out at the same
time.

"I feel like this university doesn't completely wel
come me. I want to feel like I belong. Without struggle
there is no progress," - Alicia Walters, a sophomore.

"This is the first time I felt that there is a combined
community at USD,"
Aisha Taylor, AS VP of student issues. •••%

"Look at your surroundings. WE e backs are we
standing on to get here? It's all about espect,"
- Melissa Espinal, PRIDE President
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Motion Against Hate
•

The faculty of the College of Arts & Sciences approved tire following
motion at the Nov. 19 meeting of the Academic Assembly.
y
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We the faculty of the College of Art and Sciences are alarmed and troubled
by the recent spate of hate crimes on the University campus. Our Mission
Statement calls on us to respond vigorously to behavior that attacks the
very core of the dignity and integrity of individuals on campus. We also
consider these crimes to be a serious affront, not only to the victims, but to

We support the
Administration's ef
fort to establish clear
against hate crimes.
Because such crimes
can be fostered by
a campus ethos of
privilege, protection
and secrecy, we urge
the Administration
to make transparent
the review process, to
publish and dissemi
nate guidelines for
victims and witnesses,
and to expel students
found guilty.

Photos by
Laura Johncox
Photo illustrations by
Joel Jordan

"Educate by getting to know all those people around
you,
- Chida Warren, a junior.

"Differences are what make this wor
- Tim Ryan, a freshman.

NO more NO more NO more NO more NO more i

ways speak out against
hate," - Chris Wilson, AS President,

more NO more NO more
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More than 1,800 fans attend Soy Sauce 2002
Raising over $4500 to put on the con
cert
was not simple task; it involved the
STAFF WRITER
coalition of many hands. When looking
With student involvement attendance to find ways of paying for the concert,
at USD events at an all-time low, faculty Dynh first went to the Associated Stu
and fellow students are doing everything dents Budget Committee and asked them
they can to increase student interest if they could help pay for anything. They
around campus. Students are being lured offered to match whatever Dynh could
with such enticing things as free food, make in fundraising, up to $1000. And,
raffles and extra credit for applicable that is what he did.
classes. On Nov. 22, USD held an event
The first fundraiser that took place
that was a smashing success. The event: was Wash n' Mosh, a car wash and con
Soy Sauce. The man of the event: Johnny cert held behind the Torero Grill. Then,
Dynh.
Dynh and six others grabbed their best
Soy Sauce is a free concert that has cleaning supplies and headed for the
been brought to the students of USD for dorms. "We cleaned bathrooms, vacu
the past three years. It all started when umed, picked up rooms, whatever it took
now senior Johnny Dynh was a sopho to get donations," he said. Exhausted
more. He wanted to bring something to from manual labor, Soy Sauce T-shirts
USD that was fun, flavorful and FREE. were then sold at ten dollars a piece.
Charging students $5-$10 a ticket to at Lastly, a donation bin at the concert al
tend the concert would have been the lowed for final collections to be made.
easy way to cover the over $4500 in costs The combination of all four fundraising
methods
raised
more than the neces
sary $1000. The rest
of the money
needed was covered
by tapping into the
Resident
Hall
Association's
(RHA) and the Mis
sions A Resident
Assistants' (RA)
funds. With the
dirty work complete
and the money col
lected, the show
could begin.
The USD-bred
band C24C, heard at
a number of other
USD events, opened
for Soy Sauce, fol
lowed by Starting
HRIS MULLER
Line. Changing up
Johnny Dynh poses as he prepares for Soy Sauce.
the mix before an
hour long finale by
of putting on the show, but Dynh wanted Homegrown was senior Matt Nault,
to start a tradition of keeping a free show. making his rapping debut.
His theory behind this is: "If you don't
Jake Pelletier, a sophomore, recalls,
pay for something, you're going to en "All the bands played really well. It
joy it more and are going to be more seemed like people were really diggin'
thankful for it. Plus, you can't complain, C24C, especially all the freshman who
because it's FREE!"
didn't know them. Overall I thought it

By Nastassia Andari

from L.A. and students traveling from
was a good show."
Homegrown was asked to play at this as far as Utah and Cal Poly San Luis
year's Soy Sauce because, according to Obispo. Franchesca Navarre, a sopho
Dynh, "They summed up what Soy more, remembers, "I'd never seen so
Sauce was all about; they had the per many guys at a USD event, and I didn't
fect energy, feel, vibe, and" he jokes, "the really know any of them. They were hot
right ethnicity for Soy Sauce." Their per too!"
formance at USD
wrapped up their
nationwide tour.
Still,
Makala
Maybury, a sopho
more, says, "I'd
never heard Home
grown before. I'm
from Boston, so
I'm not really into
the whole punk
scene. But, I still
thought they gave a
good
perfor
mance."
It took one man
to put Soy Sauce
together, but many
hands to make it
happen.
Dynh
says, "So many
people helped in
putting this event
together, and in the
end it all worked
out. The night was
CHRIS MULLER
awesome. If I can The Starting Line performs and helps make
come close to de Soy Sauce a success.
scribing the feel of
Dynh's efforts to make this year's Soy
being in the crowd, it would be like a 5.7
Sauce
a success did not end with car
on the Richter scale for sure.
Soy Sauce rocked the house, or in this washes and scrubbing toilets. Long af
case, the parking structure. With more ter the date was set and plans were made,
than 1800 attendees, it is no wonder why he promoted the event with posters and
the structure and the lights started shak flyers spread out all over the school.
He wanted to make sure no student
ing. Rumor even began to circulate that
a crack was found in the structure as a was left with the too often used excuse,
result of the concert. Adam Angelowitcz, "But I didn't know." Dynh, describes
a member of Sigma Chi Fraternity, re himself as "the kid walking around cam
calls, "All of a sudden the parking struc pus wearing a muscle tee and a lavender
ture started to shake. I thought it as an (not purple) backpack who always has a
earthquake."
genuine smile on his face," could be seen
It was not just USD students enjoy promoting Soy Sauce a week before the
ing the tunes of the most pervasive mu show carrying a boombox on his shoul
sical culture of Southern California. In der and blasting music from the bands
addition to fellow San Diegans from to play and handing out flyers.
UCSD and SDSU enjoying the concert
See Soy Sauce, page 11
were moms driving their children down

is your favorite
about Thanksgiving?

By Mark Donoghue
STAFF WRITER

o

"My favorite part of Thanksgiving
is going to the Macy's Day Parade in
New York City...and the food, of
course!"
- Kristin Quartuccio, senior

"Stuffing!"
- Alexa Brundage, sophomore

"Spending time with family, friends,
and the food...stuffing!"
-Jacque Graff, sophomore for."

o

"Going around a table of 30 people
and saying what we're all thankful
-Janel Moncada, senior
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aR leader Is a dealer In hope.

winter break

~llapolean Bonaparte

monterey

The leadership Instinct p are bom with
Is the backbone. Vou then develop the funny
bone and the wish bone to go with It.
-Elaine Agather
y

ocean

winter
intensive
language
program

arabic
Chinese

Join the Leadership List
Be an RA.

french
german

Attend one of the following RA Information Sessions:
• December 10th at 12:30p.m.in Maher 207
• December 12th at B p.m. ip Mission Crossroads
• January 28th at 9:00p.m. in Palomar Lounge
• January 28th at 9:00p.m. in Mission Crossroads

japanese
russian
Spanish

Elementary & Intermediate Levels
Application Deadline: 12/10/02
Application Fee $50

Applications are now available in the Office of Housing and
Residence Life located downstairs in Mission Crossroads,
Room 125. Due February 3,2002 by 5:00p.m.

Tuition: $1,000

silp@mns.edu
www.miis.edu
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MONTEREY INSTITUTE

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Monterey, C a l i f o r n i a U S A

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Sororities
Student Groups

Fraternities
Clubs

Earn $ 1,000-$2,000 with the easy, Campfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
BARTENDER
TRAINEES NEEDED
$250 a day Potential
Local Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 190
POSTAL JOBS $9.19$14.32 +Benefits, No Exp.
For App. & Exam Info,
Call 1.800.495.5514
Ext.0828
8am-9pm/ 7-Days

Microdermabrasion

CALIFORNIA
NEEDS YOU!

45 (reg price
60)
mini facial 70 (reg price

Basic treatment
with

90)
For the treatment of:

Fellows work directly with state

Fine lines, rough textured
sken Mild to moderate
acne and breakouts,
Pigmentation and sun
damaged skin, Melasma
due to birth control pills
or hormone fluctuations

legislators, the Governor's office
and other constitutional officers,
and the Supreme and Superior
Courts, to develop public
policies for the most challenging
and diverse state in the nation.
The programs offer a unique

Personal Training
Vincent Gabriele Cetified
Personal Trainer (ISSA)
All sessions held at the
JENNY CRAIG PAVIL
ION
Special rates for USD
students and faculy.
Call: 858.349.4307 or
858.483.7730 to
schedule an appointment.

Other services available at
25% discount:

h

Face and body waxing
Custom facials
Massage and hot stone
theray

858.272.9564

»fi

y j> ; • «

: rr'

«,
For appointments, please call:

-v

THE CAPITAL FELLOWS PROGRAMS
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
SACRAMENTO

i

"'Saw

experience in policy-making and
exciting opportunities to jump
start careers in public service.

For more information, contact:
The Center for California Studies
California State University,
Sacramento. 6000 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95819-6081
Tel: (916) 278-6906
E-mail: calstudies@csus.edu
Website: www.csus.edu/calst
Application Deadline: February 26,200}
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With the bass line low, Pepper grooves

The good thing about Hawaii is wonderful K-O-N-A
By John Piranian
S&C EDITOR

The current state of mainstream mu
sic has created a lull in creativity and a
boom of rehashed boy bands and preteen divas who constantly appear
airbrushed on your favorite music maga
zine. You can find talented bands in your
local area who don't utilize choreo
graphed dance sequences
Hailing from Kona, Hawaii, the
reggae-dub-punk rock band Pepper has
stirred up the attention of local fans by
JOHN PIRANIAN
touring relentlessly in support of their
Kaleo
Wassman
on
guitar
and
vox
(left),
Yesod
Williams
on
drums
(center)
and
album, KonaTown. Recently winning the
Bret Bollinger on bass and vox (right) move the crowd at 'Canes in Mission Beach.
2002 San Diego Music Awards "Best
World Artist" title, Pepper has been win
"In 2001, we did the whole thing, head
"In Hawaii, reggae is huge. We love
ning fans over, one live show at a time.
the metal too, like nuts vintage metal, not to toe, all of the Warped Tour. Once you
In the past few months, the band has any new rap-rock bulls***. We're talk start getting into the Midwest, people
appeared in San Diego on numerous oc ing about Slayer and old Metallica (pre walk up to the stage while your playing
casions, including a free show at Lou's load)," Bollinger said."All the old school and they'll be like (Bollinger smacks his
lips a few times) 'Y'all know where
records in Encinitas. At Lou's, Skillet of metal, Tool especially."
the Oceanside hardcore band Wanted
According to Bollinger, Pepper is used Pennywise is playin.' Then they would
Dead joined Pepper for an angst driven to small town Hawaii living, where lock spit. Hicks have good taste in music but
version of "StormTroopers" off the ing house and car doors is not protocol. they're not that open to new s***,"
KonaTown album.
Coming across the Pacific to mainland Bollinger said.
Since that show, Pepper has opened USA, Pepper encountered discouraging
Along with numbers of music critics
for Slightly Stoopid (from Ocean Beach) hiccups in the process of musically in today, Bollinger awaits a new resurgence
twice, the most recent show having just filtrating the West Coast scene.
in creativity in music.
"Hard rock has turned to butt rock. It's
passed on Nov. 22. At the sold out show
"We came over naive. We got taken
in Mission Beach, Pepper bassist and vo advantage of really hardcore. We got not gonna matter because there will be
calist Bret Bollinger stated in an inter f****d over by a lot of clubs and bands. bands pretty soon that are going to do
view, "San Diego has been epic to us. A lot of lame s*** went down. The cool exactly what Nirvana and Soundgarden
We've had a lot of bullshit happen, but people in the states are few and far be and all those epic bands, Pearl Jam, all
those guys just tear
just as much good stuff. We haven't tween. We're used to
the ass out of every
stopped progressing and its (touring) small town living so
one. And everyone
paying off. Every month it gets better." we finally pulled to
doing pop bulls***
The sold out Nov. 22 show at 'Canes gether and learned
shuts the f*** up.
Bar & Grill appeared to be a smashing from our mistakes.
Linkin Park and all
success. By the end of Slightly Stoopid's
One of the best
that disappears so
set, all of Pepper's merchandise was sold ways to avoid being
quickly," Bollinger
out and fans were still attempting to buy taken advantage of is
said.
more. Due to the opening slot, Pepper being a part of a
Pepper's sound is
only performed a few songs, yet from trusted record label.
multidimensional.
beginning to end, the band had the crowd As Pepper moved
As a listener, it's im
dancing and singing along. The set list from playing house
possible to pigeon
included the single ("Sitting on the parties to becoming
hole the band's
Curb"), "Tradewinds," "Stone Love," renowned
artists
sound as one type
"Ho's" and "Give it up" among others.
throughout the Ha
(dub, reggae, funk or
"So here I go/ With the bass line low/ waiian
islands,
punk). The band's
And there's nothing you can do, we blew Volcom Stone Enter
JOHN PIRANIAN
tainment
became
a
Kaleo
Wassmon
guitar.
sound could be rea
out of this town/ So lock it up, lock it up/
sonably classified in
Because we're on our way now/ And if steady supporter of
the same genre as Sublime and Slightly
we see one light on, this town is going the band.
Stoopid,
but each of these bands carry
down/ Now do you see what I see/ This
Pepper ultimately decided to sign a
place is looking so very tasty/ And I think five album deal with Volcom Ent./MCA their own unique style. These bands may
I smell, yes I smell/ A golden opportu records. The decision to become part of share similar sounds such as the ska/
nity/ So when the dance gets hot/ Don't the Volcom family of bands (the Line, reggae upstroke on guitar and fluid roll
look for reasons why not/ Come on in, Arkham, Relish, Bueno and Stranded) ing bass lines, but to classify a band in
its time to begin with/ Are you ready or seems to be a smart move. Being a part relation to other bands is unfair to the
not," sang Bollinger while fans chanted of a smaller independent label in affilia respective artist.
"You try and put a label on music, any
along to "B.O.O.T".
tion with a major conglomerate label of
music not just ours, we're over that.
Pepper consists of guitarist Kaleo fers Pepper the best of both worlds.
Wassman, bassist Bret Bollinger and
"Volcom takes great care of us, they Come to the show. Come and hang out
drummer Yesod Williams with Wassman always have," Bollinger said. "MCA did and have a good time," Bollinger said.
In the near future, Pepper plans to
and Bollinger sharing vocal duties.
the big brother thing with Volcom Ent.
"We started with me and Kaleo, gui Every big label is doing the 'let's grab record a follow-up to their increasingly
tar and bass players. We met each other the small label thing,' so they help build successful KonaTown album as well as
in the beginning of high school and we them (small labels) up and make it so it's continuing to tour in support of
started playing, he (Kaleo) taught me still untainted music. They put some gas Konatown. The band has been featured
some guitar and I jumped into the bass," in your van for touring and they put your on a number of Volcom Stone compila
Bollinger said. "We had a bunch of drum record on the shelf. We've heard a lot tions and recorded a full-length album
mer friends, real
can't even play about how they (record labels) try and in 2000 called Give n' It.
"We're going back to the studio to do
cover songs right, you know, just having change you. We're not about that,
Volcom understands that. We wouldn't an album with a legitimate producer and
fun and playing parties."
all the things you need to make a real
Bollinger luckily had a drummer in make a dumb record deal."
sick
record. No pressure or anything like
mind and once Yesod Williams joined the
Being on Volcom Stone Ent. allowed
band, Pepper had the "sickest drummer Pepper to travel the country, performing that," Bollinger said.
If you're stoked on Pepper or if the
in all of Hawaii." Williams had been in on Volcom's Warped Tour stage in the
band
stokes your interest, check them out
summers
of2001
and
2002,
however,
the
various hardcore metal bands in Hawaii
when
they headline 'Canes in Mission
and Williams adds punch to the highly rest of America does not always show
Beach on Jan. 8.
enthusiasm for the Hawaiian band.
reggae influenced band.
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Tool rocks Cox
BY RACHELE SCARINGELLI
STAFF WRITER

Tool and guest band Meshuggah
played at Cox Arena at San Diego
State University on Nov. 21. With
tickets just under $40, the turnout
should have been greater.
Cox Arena hosted Tool with guest
band King Crimson last year on Hal
loween, and every seat was filled.
While there was definitely ample floor
space last year as well as this year,
there was barely a reason to have floor
space at all.
After the release of their latest CD
Lateralus, Tool concerts have toned
down quite a bit. Songs like the
eleven-minute long "Reflection" are
too soothing to make for good head
banging music. In fact, the highlight
of the evening was when the band
played "Ainema," a song that had
enough of a consistent energetic beat
to dance to. Though the band played
the songs "Schism" and "The
Grudge," popular tracks off the newer
album, neither song has that "get-upand-jump-around quality to it.
Tool front man Maynard James
Keenan spent most of the concert hid
ing in the shadows, with nary a spot
light to illuminate where his lucid lyr
ics were coming from. This has been
a more obvious trend with him, as he
attempts to take some of the attention
off of himself to allow the band as a
whole attract attention. Of course,
what kind of "front-man" doesn't
stand up front? It is another enigmatic
characteristic of this far from conven
tional band.
While the concert was fun, it seems
that Tool concerts are getting to be pre
dictable. Last year the set list included
old favorites like "4°;" "Eulogy" and
the almost required playing of "So
ber." This show stuck mostly to the
songs off Lateralus. It is a good CD,
but when fans are spending three to
four years awaiting a new release, they
would like Tool to mix up the songs
they have a bit more.
The artwork and screen displays are
often very crafty and creative, but this
show opened with part of a video that
was used at the Halloween 2001 con
cert. However, the rest of the videos
were original. With so much time
spent on the road touring a nearly two
year old album, that doesn't leave
much time to create new visuals, let
alone new music.
Of course, it is hard to compare this
year's concert to the one last year,
since it would be hard to top the per
formance of the upside-down naked
acrobats. The 2001 concert featured
a surprise performance by a man and
woman who were both completely
naked, painted gold, bald as the day
they were born and suspended upsidedown by their ankles while perform
ing an odd sort of mid-air ballet to one
of the instrumental ballads. It was an
excellent example of the type of art
one might expect from Tool, who
seems to have an artistic obsession
with the human form.
Last Thursday was a good concert,
but far from the best. But, getting to
see Tool in any capacity usually proves
to be an amazing experience.
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Wise Words: These are words
and they are wise
By Molly McGregor
STAFF WRITER

through it like the little crab
you've always been.

Cont. From Soy Sauce, Page 8

their companionship later down the
road.

ARIES March 20-April 18
Your love encompasses every
person yc^%nbrace. Don't limit
yourself to just alray^oved ones.
Take a neW^onjrito your life,
and show them hov^fl /oted your
heart can be.

LEO July 22- August 21
Whether you are a lion or lion
ess, let your jhars be heard. Some
times people discount your beliefs
because you^cafwiiys so outspo
ken, but this week you will have
reason to be heard.

TAURUS April 19-May 19
With every personal struggle
you battle, you grow stronger. You
are alwaysjpp for a challenge and
persevere when thing? get rough.
Now is the time to: get through the
grunt work. Continue to work, and
you will be successful.

SAGITTARIUSNov22-Dec20
You have just met the love of
your life. You may have not real
ized it, or yot^ ma^-haVe known all
along. You oiayT^parting with
them soon, but rear not. If it's
meant to be, then you will be re
united.

VIRGO August 22-Sept. 21
You have a gift. Your abilities
in story telling well surpass those
possessed by'aqy of your friends.
Use your gffe'tcrprdmice laughter
amongst youi^ovelrones. Through
you, much happiness can be be
stowed.

CAPRICORN Dec. 21-Jan. 18
Feeling a little saucy? Take your
zest for life-and create something
incredible. Whep yali've got the
will, you need tVu?e|tVInspiration
is fleeting. Take what you have and
run with it.

GEMINI May 20-June 20
Feel like you've done this be
fore? History is doomed to repeat
itself, and this v^eek.you are a prime
example of that efl'ect. If you don't
learn from your mistakes, expect
repetition of these events in the
days to come.

CANCER June 21-July 21
You may feel exuberance over
the completion of a monstrous task,
but hold back jurying for joy be
cause anotherehallVnge awaits you.
You may not sec it doming, or you
may fully cdmpfehdnd its arrival.
Regardless, be prepared and charge

LIBRA Sept. 22- Oct. 22

AQUARIUS Jan. 19- Feb. 17

You have been missed. Many of
your friends and confidants
grouped in masses recently, but
where wereAou"fYouffnext arrival
will be joyrully celebrated. If you
find yourself vailing for that mo
ment to arrive, stand back and uti
lize your patience.

It's not just you. There are other
people in the ^jyorld who feel the
exact same way. Maybe it's time
for you to eit^etp^^) of what ails
you or do somefeffig-about it. You
shouldn't hold on to complaints for
too long.

SCORPIO Oct. 23- Nov. 21

Recently, you may have suf
fered a detrimental blow. Don't
close yourself off from the world.
Turn to the^e^g^ who love you
the most. They will help alleviate
the pain.

PISCES Feb. 18-March 19
Recently a kind person took you
into his or her humble abode. Be
thankful becai
are one of a
kind. Be surd" Wgracious and
pleasant. After all, you may want

Despite doubts any students
may have had, Dynh pulled
through and produced one of the
most successful events USD has
seen in a while, particularly regard
ing student turnout. He is the man
to thank for Soy Sauce this year,
last year and the year before that.
However, the return of Soy Sauce
for a fourth year looks dim. Dynh's
graduation marks the end of his
days at USD and quite possibly the
end of Soy Sauce for the rest of us.
Dynh says, "Right now it's all up
in the air. As for now, all my bags
are packed; so, who knows what's
going to happen next year."
It'll take someone with enough
dedication and drive as Dynh to
continue the tradition and bring
Soy Sauce back to USD next year
so students have a safe (so long as
the parking structure holds up) and
free form of entertainment that they
really enjoy. This year's Soy Sauce
was Navarre's first. After hearing
that it may not return, she re
sponded regretfully, "Oh, that
sucks, what a bummer. I wish
someone would take over and con
tinue it next year, because I'd to
tally go." The spot remains open
for any takers. So, as the saying
goes, "If the shoe fits, wear it!"
And if it fits like a glass slipper
or comes close, flag down the man
with the muscle tee and lavender
backpack.

Look your BEST year round!
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5

mmmON tan
...where you get a Better Tan!
Featuring the brand new
Pro 3200 w/facial tanner.
Tanning beds for Beginner,
Intermediate, and Advanced level tanner.

Student Package

$24 •

FOP

only

One Month Unlimited

Call for Prices...619.542.0391
411 Camino Del Rio South, Ste. 101
(Next to Rally's and TGI Fridays)
*with Ad and Student ID

USD Choral Scholars in concert. Directed by Veny Maldijieva. 12:15
p.m., French Parlor, Founders Hall. $8, general; $6, students, seniors,
USD faculty and staff; free to USD students with ID. Co-sponsored by
Invisible University.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6

"Taikoza: Traditional Drums of Japan," led by Marco Lienhard, world
renowned Taiko drummer and shakuhachi player. 8 p.m., Shiley
Theatre, Camino Hall. $12, general; $8, students, seniors and children.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7

USD Choral Scholars in concert. Directed by Veny Maldijieva. 8 p.m.,
French Parlor, Founders Hall. $8, general; $6, students, seniors, USD
faculty and staff; free to USD students with ID. Repeat of Dec. 5 pro
gram.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10

USD Chamber Music Ensembles Fall Concert. Directed by Angela
Yeung. 8 p.m., French Parlor, Founders Hall. $8, general; $6, students,
seniors, USD faculty and staff; free to USD students with ID.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12

Senior Clarinet Recital featuring William McKay. 12:15 p.m., French
Parlor, Founders Hall. Free.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13

"Choral Gems through the Ages." The USD University Choir and
Choral Scholars perform traditional Christmas music and other reper
toire. Directed by Veny Maldijieva. 8 p.m., Founders Chapel, Founders
Hall. $8, general; $6, students, seniors, USD faculty and staff; free to
USD students with ID.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15

"Choral Gems through the Ages." Directed by Veny Maldijieva. 2 p.m.,
Founders Chapel, Founders Hall. $8, general; $6, students, seniors,
USD faculty and staff; free to USD students with ID. Repeat of the
Dec. 13 program.
Advance tickets for some events are available at USD's Halm University Center
box office. Tickets also are available at the door at the time of the performance.
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CAMPUS RECREATION

Born to Score Headers takes Men's Soccer Title
Brad Huggins
CAMPUS RECREATION
Born to do what? How's that? Go Fig
ure. But, hey, this team of 13 guys
showed us time and time again this se
mester fancy foot work at its best.
A powerhouse of an offense led by
Dan Mahoney, Kyle Kent, Allen Merrick
and Craig Freeman (the whole team ac
tually deserves mention), but on this
night these four guys put their capable
abilities full throttle and easily shut out
their opposition.
Now that I spoiled who won, what
about those teams who can find comfort
with almost. The finals at 7 p.m., per
haps provided the evenings best game
with No. 7 ranked Fedaykin giving No.
3 ranked The Runs a run for for their own
spice of motivation.
Fedaykin's Sam Hallfeld and Billy
Hunt both with a goal a piece managed
to strut their capable offensive maneu
vers to tie the game up going into the
second half.
The Runs Israel Maldonado and
Derrin Minkoff, confident as ever, quick
ened their assists to Juan Cerda near the
conclusionof the second half for a final
scoer 3-2 and a spot in the 8:30 p.m.

JEREMY DARNER

Born to Score Headers defense was unstoppable in their 2-0 Fall 2002 IM Men's Speed Soccer Championship.

championship game.
The 7 p.m. finals also placed 5th
ranked P-Funk All Stars head to head
against the unstoppable Born To Score
Headers.
P -Funk's defense proved ineffective
up against Born To Score's awesome
ability to not only find the net, but their
sheer precision in their offensive drives
was nothing short of great team work.
Final score, 4-0 with Bom To Score

Headers' Dan Mahoney displaying why
he deserves MVP of the night.
A 30 minute "Friends" break allowed
some rest, others impatience, and for
those few, a chance to figure out why and
how Bom To Score Headers does what
they do to keep on pulverising their op
position. Nonetheless, Bom To Score
Headers would continue their dominance
and although The Runs gave it their all,
Bom To Score Headers skilled control

both offensively and defensively was an
undeinable force of unity.
The slogan of the night was shut out
and Bom To Score Headers did just that
with a 2-0 victory and the championship
of the fall, 2002 IM men's Speed Soc
cer. Congratulations Born To Score
Headers and to MVP Dan MAhoney.
Good efforts by all who particpated
this season, and may the constant beat
of good sportsmanship always remain.

Rip Taylors take IM Volleyball
IM Staff Writer
CAMPUS RECREATION
The USD Intramural CoRec Volley
ball League ended with a head-to-head
show down between two undeafeated
teams, the Rip Taylor and Inman's Team.
The evening kicked off with semifi
nal action as the Matt Coy's Fockers
(Meet the Parents reference) took on
Ryan Inman's Team. Coy and Inmans'
crews played hard, but in the end Coy's
team couldn't upset the heavily favored
Inmans, as they took the best of three
face-off in two games straight 20-13 and
20-16.
Meanwhile, semifinal action contin
ued on court two, as the top seeded Rip
Taylor took on JMSS. Again the teams
both went all out but the Rip Taylor's,
led by captain Bob Gilbert and outside
hitter Bob Coffman, left nothing to
chance as they cruised into the finals 209 and 20-12.
Semifinal action over, the Rip Taylors
and the Inmans converged on the center
court for the USD IM Volleyball finals.
Game one was a tough match, with
both teams coming out of their comers
literally swinging. The Rip Taylor's took
an early lead of 7-4, but the Inmans

ULTRAZONE
USD
INTERSESSION
January 6 - 24, 2003

The Ultimate Laser Adventure

Phone Registration
is over.
Walk-in registration
JEREMY DARNER

Even Inmans' throngs of fans couldn't help.

fought back to 7-7. In the end, the Tayors
were simply too much to handle as the
top seeded Rip Taylor took game one 2015.
Game two started off much as game
one ended as the Rip Taylors demon
strated their skills and continued their
dominance in a barrage of serving and
spiking that ended with their league
championship with a 20-7 win.
Congratulations to all the IM Volley
ball participants and a special thanks to
all the IM staff.

•

RESIDENT CUP

THE VISTAS • THE TECOLOTES - MISSIONS 8 • MAHSRiCAMIHOfOUNOESS > PRESJDtOAjTA'S m$fONS A/XNOWLE&BAHIAS

loin you housing area's team to take on other
housing area teams
FREE EVENT

began
Tuesday,
October 29, 2002
Sign u p in
Founders, Room 108
M,T,Th,F, 8 : 3 0 a . m . - 5 : 0 0 p . m .
Wed., 8 : 3 0 a . m . - 6 : 0 0 p . m .

T o walk-in register
you must have a
Registration Form
SIGNED BY YOUR
ADVISOR
and
PAYMENT o r proof of
financial aid
3146 Sports Arena Blvd. • Son Diego, CA

For m o r e information call

(619) 260-4800

One Block East of SD Sports Arena!
(619) 221-0100
www.ultrazonesandiego.com

ADVFRTISINr;
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Ap^>le Specialist
APPLE COLLEGE INTERNS WANTED
BECOME A PART OF TODAY'S EXCITING TECHNOLOGY WORLD!
DEVELOP A NEW SET OF PROFESSIONAL SKILLS THAT WILL SERVE YOU FOR A LIFETIME OF
SUCCESS! GAIN REAL LIFE SALES EXPERIENCE AND MAKE YOURSELF MORE MARKETABLE
AFTER GRADUATION! PROGRAM STARTS JANUARY 2003.
AND
GET THE COOLEST NEW PRODUCT, THE APPLE iPOD!
EARN AN AWARD OF NEW APPLE EQUIPMENT VALUED AT S3,000!
THE INITIATION FEE OF $500 COVERS THE COST OF YOUR SALES TRAINING WHICH WILL
UTILIZE THE iPOD. The iPOD IS YOURS TO KEEP. YOU WILL USE YOUR SKILLS TO PERSONNALY
INVITE PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS TO KEY APPLE SEMINARS.
TO RECEIVE AN INFORMATION PACKAGE AND APPLICATION PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME,
PHONE NUMBER, SCHOOL, AND EMAIL ADDRESS TO: GROWTH DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES
1-800-966-4321 OR SEND EMAIL REQUEST TO DADUNGEE@GROWTHDEVELOPMENT.COM.

TRAVEL
online

As Senior VP of Financial Planning at a
major movie studio you could:

0J(.

$93a million budget

»

on THE PHone

>»

on cnmpu/

»

on THE /TREET

Start here. Go places.
If you know business and accounting, you
can get a job anywhere. Because the skills
you learn in business — strategic and
analytical thinking, communication, and

Hire 7,500 extras

leadership —- are always in demand. In
some of the coolest industries in the world.
Even in the movies.

Rent 273 palm trees
(and 1 big fan to make them sway)

Start going places with a Summer Dream
Internship Register online today and
complete your application by 2/01/03 to
compete for one of two $5,000 paid

How do you get a job like this? Start today.

Apply for a Summer Dream Internship at:
www.StartHereGoPlaces.com/biz1
"§2?
c Ifu

(

)
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miSSm Con,esl en,fV P^'od runs 10/01/02 - 2/01/03 and is open only lo legal res.den.s of the 50 United
5 3 lull/part-time accredited college or university, and is subject to the complete Contest Official Rules Entries may be submitted on the
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^ COm W
"i® t??lle9eC,ub com Wceb Sl,e located a< www CollegeClub com All entries become the properly of Sponsor, as defined in the
comp ete Contest Official Rules^ Employees and family members of Sponsor not eligible to participate Sponsor is not responsible for technical or other malfunctions, lost or unavailable network connections
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°' ,he T (2) Grand Pnze winning essays Wl11 e3ch receive Iheir choice of one of ,he "Summer Dream
Internships provided by Sponsor, which includes five thousand dollars ($5 000) to be paid over the course of the internship The Grand Prize is nof transferable, except by Sponsor, who may substitute prize
S rhfS?Tho ai'rfhnrl'nfUS!°f IS"u!S-lhrt,0n is allowedand othei• restnctions apply The authors of the three (3) winning Runners-Up essays will receive one thousand dollar i$1,000)
essa wll receive f'TO hund'ed dollar ($500) gift checks Void where prohibited Winners will be responsible for any and all taxes Sponsor
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internships. Eight other students will receive
cash value awards of up to $1,000*
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USD downs No. 14 UCLA in overtime thriller

Men's Basketball 3-0, fans look forward to outstanding season
By Jason Treter
SPORTS EDITOR

The home opener is always important
for any team, and San Diego certainly
had their work cut out for them facing
the University of Nevada Reno. Nevada
is a strong school that has a good shot at
taking the WAC. San Diego was able to
test their mettle against the visiting Wolf
Pack and the Toreros nudged ahead in
the final seconds.
Except for the opening score of 2-0,
San Diego trailed the entire game until
the final seconds. The Toreros played
tough throughout the first half, but could
never pull both parts of their game to
gether in order to make a lead. USD
would have trailed by 5 at the half, but
with only 0.7 seconds remaining, Nick
Lewis fired the ball the full length of the
court to Jason Keep for a soft lay-up. It
was truly a lucky play and difficult to
believe, but well executed by both play
ers nonetheless. That basket sent USD
upbeat into the locker room at the half
only down 38-41.
USD was down the whole second half,
and by 11:13 they were as far back as 8
points, the largest margin of the game.
The Toreros began to hit more shots and
played better defense, and with only a
minute and a half remaining in the game
Jason Blair hit two free throws to put San
Diego up by one point. From that point
forward USD narrowly maintained the
lead. With 44 seconds remaining, Blair
missed a lay-up, but Matt Delzell was
right behind him for a terrific rebound
and shot. This gave the Toreros a three
point lead (74-71) and kept them in com
mand.
Nevada came right back and scored
quickly but it was not enough. The
Toreros won the close game 77-75.
After the game, Coach Holland said
that USD did not play their best game,
but they found a way to secure the vic
tory. "We found a way to scrap out a
win ... so that's a great feeling ... we
kept staying with it, and just gutted one
out," Coach Holland said. "Our inside
game was very important to this win . ..
we pounded it in pretty well. . . our in
side game was effective."
Jason Blair said that in the past San
Diego has lost games in close situations,
but wanted to change that for this sea
son.
Despite scoring 17 points and pulling
down 6 boards, Blair was still not satis
fied with his performance. "Personally
I'm not too satisfied, I think I played
sloppy and I think I held the team down
a little tonight... tomorrow we have got
to focus on UCLA," Blair said.
That is just what the Toreros did. They
set their sights on the Bruins and the
preparations paid off. UCLA, is associ
ated with great sports teams , namely
basketball. UCLA traditionally has good
teams year-in-and-year-out, and this.season is no exception,. Going into the.game
against No. 14 UCLA, Coach Holland's
alma mater, the Toreros knew they had a
good opportunity to upset the Bruins in
their home opener on Nov: 26. And that
is exactly what they did, with a capital
"U."
It was a hard fought game and it mir-

The Toreros made 5 of the greatest in USD history, and only the
their 6 free throws in the second of its kind.
In men's basketball, USD has only
last 13 seconds and Blair
beaten
one other ranked school, Gonzaga,
was a perfect shot (4-4).
in
1999
when the Zags were No. 25. Af
With the sound of the
final buzzer, the students ter UCLA lost to San Diego, they lost
on campus went crazy, again to Duke. With a terrible opening
and there was a great re of their season, the Bruins dropped out
action particularly in the of the Top 25, and are currently nowhere
Valley. Several students to be seen. Keep had a game high 30
ran out of Crossroads af points along with 16 boards, giving him
ter the game, yelling and a tremendous double-double. With Keep
cheering, while other able to produce such great figures against
students in the Knolls UCLA, the fans can expect strong per
and Bahias came onto formances from him throughout the sea
their balconies to cel son.
Matt Delzell played well offensively
ebrate the victory. Even
and
had 14 points with 4-8 from deep and
the freshman in Missions
2-4
at
the line. Blair also had a key of
A and B, who might not
have understood the sig fensive performance with 17 points for
nificance of the game the second game in a row, as did Roy
entirely, still cheered af Morris with 14 points. Travis Smith, a
ter the game. It was quite freshman, looked good on the court as the
an enthusiastic and elec starting point guard and had 4 assists, but
tric time following the found himself in a shooting rut.
The next game was Nov. 30 against
victory.
DAVID DURON
UC
Riverside, and the Toreros pummeled
This win was a tre
Roy Morris shoots over a Nevada defender.
them
84-64. USD is now 3-0 and is off to
mendous upset in favor
Morris had 15 points on the game.
of San Diego. UCLA a good start.
Come out and support Torero athlet
rored closely their victory against Ne was ranked 14th in the nation and was
vada. The Toreros were down for most the clear betting favorite. The victory ics and men's and women's basketball
of the game until the final minutes when against the ranked Bruins was arguably this season.
they tied the score at 71-71 by a shot from
Roy Morris. UCLA pulled ahead by two,
but Jason Keep made his presence known
as he had all game when he knocked in a
two point shot to reestablish the tie at 73
all.
In an attempt to win the game, Jason
Blair tossed up a tough shot but it
http://as.sandiego.edu
In the UC Foyer
bounced off the rim. UCLA recovered
the ball and luckily they could not score
A
on the recovery. This sent the match into
an overtime period that would be domi
nated by San Diego. The Toreros came
l[t> finny,
out strong and maintained the lead
through the final period. Blair remained
consistent in overtime with 7 points. He
^jZnned
9.nd
had an important three-pointer after a
time out with only two seconds on the
\)nW?%j>'pect
jUy<f
shot clock. After the game Coach Hol
land said that the play was intended for
Blair.
"We drew up that play for Blair to
come off a double screen and Matt
Delzell did a great job getting him the
ball." Jason likes shooting those shots in
crunch time and he came through in a
big way for us with that buzzer beater."
Matt Delzell would hit a key threepointer to maintain the lead 80-76. This
was quickly answered by UCLA, mak
ing the score 80-78. With less than a
minute to play in the period, USD held
onto the ball and forced the Bruins to
foul. With 28 seconds remaining, Smith
was fouled and went to the line.
He needed to make at least one shot
in order to keep UCLA out of winning
the game on a single three point shot.
Smith made his first shot, giving San Di
ego the three-point advantage (81-78),
but he missed the second attempt. This
meant that UCLA still had a chance to
tie the game. UCLA would score one
more time, but it was too few too late.
USD maintained great shooting from the
line in the final seconds and defeated the
Bruins 86-81.
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please donate

All Donations Help
Local Charities

Film F o r u m P r e s e n t s

Friday
Dec. 6th
6:00 PM

f

Holiday Fun!

Salomon
Hall

Hot Chocolate
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Volleyball enters NCAA playoffs
By Jason Treter

Torero Results
and upcoming home games

SPORTS EDITOR

The University of San Diego volley
ball team is ranked 25th in the nation,
and has qualified for the NCAA Tour
nament for the second straight season.
USD will play No. 1 USC in the first
round, which will be a tough match for
the lady Toreros. The tournament is
single elimination, and the winner of
the match will play on Saturday, Dec.
7. The Toreros enter the match with a
solid 25-7 overall season record and 104 in the WCC.
The team is led by standout players
Noel Frohman, a senior, and Devon
Forster, a sophomore. They were both
excellent players this season and were
named First Team All-WCC this sea
son. This was the second consecutive
year that they received the honor. Debra
Robertson was also named to the First
Team, and was named the WCC Player
of the Week.

Thursday. December 5. 2002

Volleyball No. 25

(24-6.9-3 WCC)

NCAA Western Regional Playoffs
Dec. 6-7 @ University of Southern California
Southern California (25-1) vs. San Diego (25-7)
Utah (25-8) vs. Texas A&M (20-9)

Men's basketball (3-0)

DAVID DURON

Kristen Hurst bumps the ball
into play.

Men's soccer ends season in first round
The men's soccer season ended with a 2-0 loss against No. 12 UC Santa
Barbara. The Toreros finished the season with a 14-6 overall record. The play
off birth was the fifth consecutive postseason game for San Diego. It was a hard
fought game but the Toreros could not overcome the early goal by UCSB. Ryan
Coiner was named the WCC Player of the Year. He finished his career at San
Diego with 49 goals, placing him No. 2 all-time school history for career goals.

WfBBO

defeated UCLA 86-81
defeated UC Riverside 84-64
Dec 6-7 @ Purdue Tournament
Saturday Dec. 14 vs. UCSD @ 7 p.m.

Women's basketball (2-2)
defeated Denver 56-37
lost to Kansas 59-56
lost to UC Irvine 68-61
Wednesday Dec. 11 vs. SDSU @ 7 p.m.

STUDENTS IN FREE
WITH USD I.D.
619-260-7550 www.usdtoreros.com

USD BASKETBALL!
Women vs. San Diego State
Wednesday, Dec.11 at 7pm
WIN A PIZZA PARTY FOR YOUR GROUP!
The group that brings the most people to cheer on
the Toreros against San Diego State wins the party!
ALSO ONE LUCKY STUDENT WILL WIN A DVD
PLAYER!
STUDENT REWARDS CLUB
DAVE & BUSTER'S STUDENT JACKPOT-WIN BIG $$$$
WINNER MUST BE IN TORERO BLUE SHIRT & CLAIM PRIZE FIVE MINUTES AFTER
DRAWING! IFTHE WINNER ISN'TTHERE, THE JACKPOT ROLLS OVER TO THE NEXT
GAME & INCREASES THE AMOUNTTHE JACKPOT II!
Other raffle prizes & FREE pizza, subs & breadsticks will be given away at
ALL games, so make sure you're there to WIN!!!

USD MEN PLAY NEXT ON SAT DEC. 14 AT 7PM vs. UCSD
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INTERESTED IN JOINING A SORORITY?

Sorority membership offers,
Academic
Excellence

Sisterhood

Leadership

Service

Social

Networking

All applications are on-line at:
Panhellenic.sandiego.edu

Register today!

Come by the Student Organizations £i Greek Life Center,
UC113, for more information.

Early bird deadline is
December 13,2002 - Fee $25
Final deadline is January 12, 2003 - Fee $40

